Resource Management

Management of Labor, Equipment and Everything Else - Made Simple

The Challenge
Poor productivity can quickly deteriorate profits. Ineffective work planning causes missed opportunities to adjust your labor and material resources for optimal efficiency. Labor and equipment resources in the distribution center require continuous monitoring to measure and manage workforce productivity.

The Solution
The Softeon Resource Management solution addresses even the most complex activity-based and demand-based resource planning needs of your warehouse and value-added services operations down to the task and cost-definition level. Real-time visibility into performance data and resource activity allows you to expertly manage resources and labor within the warehouse. The solution gives management activity-based tracking of resources to identify bottlenecks, unproductive hours and other issues while identifying workers for incentive compensation.

Softeon Resource Management provides powerful tools to plan the need for labor resources based on actual work, determine which orders can be released and where labor is needed, and monitor pending overtime conditions. The solution tracks productivity against engineering standards to continuously measure and analyze the efficiency of the workforce.

The solution fully supports demand-based resource planning and includes the ability to run simulated “what if” plans, not just actual-versus-plan comparisons. Managers can determine the effectiveness of making changes in operational strategies, warehouse layouts, picking methodologies, etc., using actual operating data from any point in time.

Key Features:

Labor Management
• Labor Planning Including Task and Activity Definition
• Task Time and Cost Definition
• Track the Time Needed for Various Tasks (Gauge Productivity)
• Support for Incentive-Based Pay
• Detailed Labor Reporting
• Actual vs. Plan Analysis
• “What If” Analysis

Equipment Management
• Resource Allocation and Tracking
• Resource Cost Estimation (Including Overtime)
• Real-Time Resource Activity

Softeon Resource Management

Benefits
• Gain Control of Labor + Equipment Resources
• Improve Visibility
• Optimize Performance
• Minimize Execution Variability
• Increase Productivity
• Reduce Costs

Contact Softeon
11700 Plaza America Drive, Suite 910
Reston, VA 20190, USA
contact@Softeon.com
tf 855.SOFTEON ph 703.793.0005

“We strongly believe the Softeon product suite provides us with the technology framework and ability to offer leading-edge logistics solutions. We now have the capability to attract new business while responding to customer demands more rapidly.”

Emilio Fantozi Temple, CEO
Ransa Commercial S.A., Lima, Peru

www.Softeon.com